
 

 

EVERYTHING IS FREQUENCY! 
Also referred to as VIBRATION, everything on earth, whether living or perceived as not living 

(like a rock) can be reduced to its vibrational frequency.  

Introducing new technology called HEALY. Healy is a microcurrent medical device that has 
been cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for relief of acute, chronic, and arthritis 
pain as well as muscle soreness due to overexertion. Healy also has non-medical Resonance 
applications that use individualized frequencies to help balance your mind and body, and 
relieve stress. 

Synergetics Health & Wellness now has ‘packages’ available through our office of this amazing, 

painless technology that is able to scan and/or capture frequencies -- whether they be for 

people, animals, buildings and more -- to determine the vibrational imbalances that exist in 

those structures. Then we work to bring those structures into balance to improve the mental, 

physical, emotional, bioenergetic, sleep, and protection functions. We truly believe this type of 

health approach is one manifestation of the New Wave of the future. 

HEALY has the capacity to be used with electrodes on an individual, both in person in our office 

or remotely from any distance, by supplying powerful micro-currencies. We are utilizing the 

combination of in-person and remote options to improve client outcomes for a period of time 

agreed to in a package deal format. We also have options available for current clients, their 

friends and family separate from in-office consultations. We are finding that people who are 

reluctant to come in the office for an appointment are quite happy taking a more ‘remote’ 
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approach. The remote approach, of course, works best augmented with healthier diet, better 

hydration, and targeted priority nutritional supplements which can also be identified through 

the same technology. 

Micro-currency use is the ‘in-person’ form of Healy application. Micro-currencies benefit the 

body and mind in many ways due to the stimulation of ATP (the energy powerhouses) within 

cellular structures. It basically gives the cells a ‘new lease on life,’ manifesting in improved 

energy, more clarity in mental functions, reduced stress and pain wherever needed. This 

application is augmented by the Resonance frequencies, which are the remote application of 

the physical micro-currency. In turn, this creates a healthy balance via vibration which matches 

the needs of the cell, the tissue, the pain, and the concerns of the individual. We can also 

support the enhancement of learning, the release of old fears and/or anxieties and patterns 

that no longer serve us. We can strengthen our capacities in our workplaces, our relationships, 

and our home lives. 

We are utilizing the professional version which allows for both approaches. Home models are 

available for your personal and/or in-home use at various price points. Please use my link below 

to explore those options. 

We look forward to hearing from you whenever you are interested in this approach, whether to 

improve your in-office outcomes, to work remotely when you are unable to come in for 

appointments, or for others who have never been in-office clients, yet have an interest in this 

new technology to improve their lives or that of their family members. 

Feel free to call for information on customized package deals at 702-240-3533. 

Read more information on a personal unit for home and family. 
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